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CORRECTION 
This is one of a series of companion documents to The Nationwide Privacy and Security Framework 

for Electronic Exchange of Individually Identifiable Health Information (Privacy and Security 

Framework).  This guidance document provides information regarding the HIPAA Privacy Rule as it 

relates to the Correction Principle in the Privacy and Security Framework. 

 

CORRECTION  PRINCIPLE:   Individuals should be provided with a timely means to 
dispute the accuracy or integrity of their individually identifiable health information, and to 
have erroneous information corrected or to have a dispute documented if their requests are 
denied. 

 
CORRECTION  AND  THE  HIPAA  PRIVACY  RULE  
The Privacy Rule provides individuals with the right to have their protected health information 
(PHI) amended in a manner that is fully consistent with the Correction Principle in the Privacy 
and Security Framework.  See 45 C.F.R. § 164.526.  Both the Privacy Rule and the Correction 
Principle recognize that individuals have a critical stake in the accuracy of their individually 
identifiable health information and play an important role in ensuring the integrity of that data.  
Under the Privacy Rule, individuals have the right to have a covered entity amend their PHI in 
a designated record set, as defined in § 164.501, for as long as the entity maintains the records.  
The covered entity must act timely, usually within 60 days, to correct the record as requested by 
the individual or to notify the individual the request is denied.  When a correction is made, the 
covered entity must make reasonable efforts to see that the corrected information is provided 
generally to its business associates, such as a health information organization (HIO), and others 
who are known to have the PHI that was amended.  

A covered entity may deny a requested amendment if it determines that the information is 
complete and accurate, and on limited other grounds.  When a request is denied, but the 
individual continues to dispute the accuracy of the information, the individual must be provided 
an opportunity to file a statement of disagreement with the covered entity and the covered 
entity must provide documentation of the dispute with any subsequent disclosure of the 
disputed PHI.    
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Amendment  and  HIOs  
One of the major benefits of being able to share information electronically to or through a HIO 
is the ability to perform a number of tasks in a more efficient and timely manner.  For example, 
under the Privacy Rule, a covered entity has up to 60 days to act on a request for an 
amendment, with an additional 30 day extension in certain circumstances.  The efficiencies of 
retrieving, verifying, and updating information in electronic form should enable covered 
entities to readily comply with this timeframe and, indeed, even to offer individuals a shorter 
timeframe for amending their medical records. 

In addition, since the various requests and notifications required to effectuate an amendment or 
to deny a request can be done electronically, significant time can be saved in communicating 
and responding to requests for amendments.  The following written exchanges are 
contemplated by the Privacy Rule: the individual’s request for an amendment, the covered 
entity’s notice to the individual that the amendment has been accepted or, if denied, the reasons 
for denial, the individual’s statement of disagreement, the covered entity’s rebuttal statement, if 
any, and the notification generally of others known to hold the data that is the subject of the 
correction.  The Privacy Rule allows the covered entity and individual to agree to conduct any 
of these written exchanges electronically.  Allowing individuals to make requests for 
amendment electronically, rather than using paper that must be mailed or delivered to the 
covered entity, and communicating the covered entity’s actions on the requests electronically to 
the individual should expedite the process. 

Moreover, when PHI has been electronically disclosed to or through a HIO, the covered entity’s 
ability to notify other holders of the information can be expedited.  For example, through the 
HIO, the covered entity should be able to identify other participants in the network that 
maintain information on the individual and who, therefore, should be notified of the amended 
information.  

The Privacy Rule is flexible in how a covered entity amends the PHI, allowing the covered 
entity to effectuate corrections in the most efficient manner and to comply with recordkeeping 
requirements imposed by states or other authorities with respect to medical and other records of 
care.  Thus, a covered entity should be able to adopt a reasonable method of amending 
electronic health records that will satisfy the Privacy Rule.  When an amendment is denied and 
the individual continues to dispute the accuracy of the PHI, the Privacy Rule does require 
documentation of the dispute to be linked to the disputed information and for that 
documentation to accompany any future disclosure of the disputed information.  Having all of 
the exchanges related to amendment in electronic form (e.g., as scanned images or electronic 
annotations) may facilitate compliance with these requirements when the information itself is 
subject to electronic disclosure to or through a HIO.  However, if some or all of the 
documentation related to the disputed information remains in paper form, but the disclosure of 
the disputed information itself is done electronically, note that the covered entity still must 
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provide for a means of transmitting the non-electronic documentation to the recipient of a 
disclosure of the PHI and clearly linking this documentation to the disputed electronic PHI. 

 
FREQUENTLY  ASKED  QUESTIONS  
 
Q1: 

 
Who is responsible for amendment of protected health information in an 
electronic health information exchange environment? 
 

A1: The HIPAA Privacy Rule designates a covered entity as the responsible party for 
acting on an amendment request.  However, a health information organization 
(HIO), acting as a business associate of the covered entity, may be required by its 
business associate contract to perform certain functions related to amendments, 
such as informing other participants in the HIO’s health information exchange who 
are known to have the individual’s information, of the amendment. See 45 C.F.R. § 
164.504(e)(2)(i)(F). 

 
Q2: 

 
What are a covered entity’s responsibilities to notify others in a network if an 
amendment to protected health information is made?  
 

A2: Under the HIPAA Privacy Rule, a covered entity must make reasonable efforts to 
communicate an amendment to others in the network identified by the individual as 
needing the amendment, as well as generally to other parties that are known to 
have the information about the individual. It is also the entity’s responsibility to 
communicate the amendment within a reasonable timeframe. A health information 
organization (HIO), with the ability to track where information was exchanged in 
the past, or to otherwise identify where an individual’s information resides on the 
network, can assist the covered entity, as its business associate, in efficiently 
disseminating amended information to appropriate recipients throughout the 
electronic network. 
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